A variety of drugs were organized into five schedules based upon the likelihood the drug would be abused, its medical usefulness, and the physical and psychological consequences of its abuse. 18 The substances placed in Schedule I, such as marijuana, LSD, and heroin, were deemed to have no medical use and a high potential for abuse. 19 8. Id. 9 . Id Forty years after the passage of the CSA, thirty million Americans reported using marijuana. 20 Between 124 million and 300 million people-3 to 4 percent of the world's population-have reported using marijuana every year, which makes marijuana the most widely used illegal drug on the planet. 21 Colorado and Washington have legalized marijuana use for recreational purposes. 22 Twenty states and the District of Columbia have approved marijuana use for medical purposes.
23 Table 1 provides a current listing of states that have approved limited use of marijuana. 20 . CAULKINS ET AL., supra note 12, at 16. Another study reported that "[r]oughly Other states have considered passing laws that loosen marijuana restrictions or have submitted referendums to voters to determine the popularity of new marijuana legalization resolutions. 45 The federal government's response so far has been muted. As a result, law enforcement officers might reasonably question whether they should lay their lives on the line to investigate and arrest marijuana traffickers, dealers, dispensaries, or growers. Medical marijuana business owners are looking over their shoulders wondering whether their assets could be subject to forfeiture under federal law while profiting from the lack of regulation and/or enforcement of the same federal laws. Is it time for the federal government to clamp down on marijuana use again? Should it criminalize or legalize this most polarizing of substances?
The United States has three options: (1) legalize marijuana's production and use, (2) change marijuana from a Schedule I substance under the CSA, to a Schedule II substance, which would permit marijuana use for medical purposes, or (3) enforce current federal laws under the CSA that criminalize the production and use of marijuana. This article explores the consequences of these three options. To give some context to marijuana production and use, Part II first examines the theories behind why marijuana was criminalized, whether it should stay illegal, and when private conduct should be regulated by the government in order to protect against public harm. Part III then explores the legalization of marijuana's production and use (Option 1) and criminalization (Option 3). Part IV addresses the medical marijuana movement (Option 2), and describes 40 . Lynn why this option is not viable and should be eliminated from consideration at both federal and state levels. Consequently, the Federal Government must choose between Option 1 and Option 3. Part V describes the practice of other nations and suggests that the pros and cons of these practices can inform the federal government's decision.
II. MARIJUANA PRODUCTION AND USE: A SOCIETAL HARM?
The purpose of criminal law, at its core, is to protect society from harm. 46 The CSA follows suit and tracks the following purpose: "[t]he illegal importation, manufacture, distribution, and possession and improper use of controlled substances have a substantial and detrimental effect on the health and general welfare of the American people."
47 Forty years after the CSA's passage, we as a society should examine whether we believe that marijuana's manufacture and use still create a "detrimental effect on the health and general welfare of the American people."
48 Is the victim the nation at-large, or the user of marijuana? If marijuana production and use only endanger users, then it is more difficult to argue that society as a whole will be harmed. Marijuana use may simply become a personal responsibility issue, which would require individuals to make their own decisions on whether or not to use marijuana, just as they currently do with tobacco and alcohol. However, if there is no societal harm, there can be no crime. 49 If marijuana manufacture and use do not create societal harm, is it the government's responsibility to protect users from themselves, or should users rely on their personal judgment to decide whether or not to use marijuana?
A United States National Institutes of Health ("NIH") monograph series shows that violence is inherent in the illegal drug distribution business, but those distributors that exclusively sell marijuana experienced less violence than those that exclusively sold crack or cocaine. 50 Violence and domestic abuse are also associated with illegal drug use. "Tobacco (nicotine) and alcohol are frequently viewed as 'gateway' drugs, and marijuana as a 'stepping stone,' to other drugs, which greatly increases the likelihood that marijuana use will progress to the problematic use of other illicit drugs." 51 Studies reported in the monograph series demonstrate that "as illegal drug use increases, so will violence."
52 However, when studying marijuana use on its own, researchers have found that the psychopharmacologic effect of marijuana has "been attributed to 'mellowing out' or causing individuals to 'nod out,' conditions that are likely to ameliorate violent tendencies."
53 Researchers find it difficult to correlate marijuana use and crime "because marijuana is often used in conjunction with other drugs."
54 However, some studies that were completed when marijuana was the only drug that was being used, revealed that marijuana use had no correlation to violent crime. 55 Therefore, it is unclear whether marijuana's use, by itself, creates a detrimental effect on the health and general welfare of society. It is much easier to argue that marijuana use, when viewed as a stepping-stone to other drug use, contributes to violence and crime, which are clearly societal harms.
Another factor to consider in examining the link between marijuana use and societal harm is whether the opinions and beliefs of the community have changed since 1970. Do communities condemn marijuana use? A poll conducted in 2013 indicated that a majority (52 percent) supported the idea of legalizing marijuana. 56 If society deems marijuana use to be an 51 . Id [t]oday's drug problem has reopened the discussion of legalization of drugs. Alcohol and tobacco are frequently cited as examples of the positive effects of legalization, such as producing a legitimate trade, reducing crime, and yielding revenue. One negative consequence of the legalization of alcohol and tobacco is the high availability of both drugs for youth. Even where law prohibits sale of alcohol and tobacco to minors, the simple acceptance and use of the drugs throughout society makes them attractive to youth with problems and makes them more available in the home and community. Imagine the effects on youth if marijuana, cocaine, or heroin were more easily accessible than they are now. While this Nation currently is experiencing a drug abuse epidemic among young people, the future for American youth would be catastrophic if even more drugs with destructive effects were readily available. Id acceptable risk of harm such as tobacco or alcohol use, it would be difficult to label marijuana use as a crime. Therefore, when considering the legalization or criminalization of marijuana, it is important to determine if marijuana production or use lead to direct or indirect societal harm. Increased marijuana use may indirectly impact society through increased societal health costs, employment costs, and drug treatment and therapy costs. If marijuana is a steppingstone to other drugs, then it directly harms society. However, marijuana production and use should not be considered crimes if they lead to no societal harm.
III. TO LEGALIZE OR CRIMINALIZE MARIJUANA PRODUCTION AND USE

A. Legalization (Option 1)
Legalizing the production and use of marijuana is a viable way out of the current quagmire. Legalization assumes that society is not harmed by the production and use of marijuana. It assumes that adults who are responsible enough to decide whether to consume alcohol or use tobacco, can also decide whether to use marijuana. The sections below discuss (1) legalization of marijuana in the United States, (2) public health issues, (3) security concerns associated with localized growing of marijuana, (4) requirement for regulations and enforcement, (5) taxation, and (6) the international impact of marijuana legalization in the United States. 65 If availability of marijuana increases, it is plausible to conclude that this would lead to increased usage and therefore increased addiction. 66 On the other hand, criminal enforcement of marijuana possession laws has been minimal in recent years, which supports the idea that increasing supply will not necessarily increase demand, or from a different perspective, increased supply will not lead to higher levels of egregious criminal behavior. Current marijuana users would not have to drive to a high-crime area in the middle of the night to obtain the drug, because marijuana would be readily available. Anyone who desired useramounts of marijuana could access it without fear from law enforcement outside of driving impairment (DUI) regulations. For many, the benefits of using marijuana would be realized with little or no risk.
Legalization of Marijuana in the United
Marijuana sentences have been minor compared to that of possessing or selling cocaine or heroin. 67 Federal mandatory minimum sentences are triggered for amounts of over 100 kilograms of marijuana, compared to 100 grams of heroin, or more than 500 grams of powder cocaine. 68 Marijuana possession for personal use is considered to be a misdemeanor, or civil infraction in many states. 69 Less than 1 percent of state and federal inmates are serving time for marijuana possession alone. 70 This would indicate the demand for marijuana has already been met due to the lack of fear of government reprisal and light sentences.
Further, marijuana related prosecutions at the federal level have significantly decreased. 71 Criminal prosecution guidelines, while discretionary and varying depending upon the jurisdiction, limit prosecutions to 65 75 These conflicting Department of Justice ("DOJ") memoranda have caused prosecutors to be wary of marijuana related investigations and have caused them to focus their attention on investigating violations related to other types of narcotics. Legalization would eliminate prosecution of marijuana's production and use and would reduce the current burden and uncertainties imposed on state and federal law enforcement.
Recently, the DOJ released a third memo hoping to ameliorate some of the conflicts that arose from its previous two memos. 76 The August 29, 2013 memorandum clarified that the DOJ wants federal prosecutors to only pursue cases that are consistent with the government's top priorities; that is, prosecute only if it will If marijuana-related conduct does not fall under any of these categories, the memorandum directed that prosecutors should leave enforcement and regulation of that conduct to the states. 78 This presumes that the states that have legalized marijuana use for recreational or medical purposes will be "sufficiently robust to protect against the harms" 79 that the DOJ warns against. The DOJ seems to concede that there may be situations in which marijuana use, if sufficiently regulated, is acceptable. However the DOJ memorandum reiterates the DOJ's long-held belief that marijuana cultivation can lead to significant criminal activity. 80 The memorandum does not concede federal supremacy on this issue or suggest that legalization at the federal level would materialize in the near future. 
Public Health Issues
Negative consequences of legalization may include: However, compared to alcohol, marijuana is less toxic, has a lower addiction risk, 87 and has a weaker link to traffic accidents and violence. 88 Further, an increase in indoor-cultivation of marijuana could result in a higher carbon foot-print, and in a massive increase in energy use resulting in greenhouse-gas pollution:
[I]ndoor cannabis production results in energy expenditures of [US]$6 billion each year- [six] times that of the entire U.S. pharmaceutical industry-with electricity use equivalent to that of [two] million average U.S. homes. This corresponds to 1% of national electricity consumption, or 2% of that in households. The yearly greenhouse-gas pollution (carbon dioxide) from the electricity plus associated transportation fuels equals that of [three] million cars. Energy costs constitute a quarter of wholesale value. Pesticides used in hydroponic grow-systems can be toxic to animals and pollute local rivers and streams. Because there is "significant use of water" 90 in indoor grow operations, it is not uncommon for water-main breaks to occur, and leaking water could seep into adjacent homes and businesses, causing mold to grow. As a byproduct of growing marijuana indoors, large amounts of mold can form in the residence, creating a hazard for current and future residents. 
Security Concerns
In addition to these public health issues, there are considerable security concerns. Frequently, electricity that is required to sustain an indoor grow-house is stolen, and the methods used to steal electricity cause significant fire hazards. 92 In Colorado, adults are currently permitted to cultivate six plants per person in their homes. 93 Home growers worry about installing alarm systems to thwart potential burglars from stealing their plants. Marijuana can be cultivated outdoors and indoors, in a variety of climates, and it can flourish in three seasons (spring, summer, and fall), and produce three harvests a year. 94 Some believe that a nation that allows the cultivation and use of marijuana must:
[E]xpect marijuana brownies and marijuana butter sold at the grocery store, tetrahydrocannabinol ("THC" or "delta-9-THC") laced lollipops that may be accidentally or purposefully placed in a child's Halloween bag, and marijuana clippings, shake, and trimmings inadvertently left in the front yard where home growers run the risk of neighborhood children or dogs playing in the trimmings and getting stoned. 
Regulations and Enforcement
Legalization will only become successful if marijuana distribution and use are heavily regulated. An age limit can be imposed, in line with the current practice in Colorado and Washington. 96 Marijuana is currently widely used, and minimal, or no rules and regulations are in place across the United States. Alcohol and tobacco are just as, or more harmful than marijuana, 97 but both of these products are heavily regulated. Regulations provide peace of mind to users, because product quality and contamination levels in the production process-e.g., levels of pesticides and mold growth 98 -are routinely checked. As to home production, adults are permitted to brew up to 200 gallons of wine and beer in their home, but moon-shining is illegal under federal law, unless the brewer is using moonshine for fuel, and has a permit from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms ("ATF"). 99 The Federal Trade Commission, the ATF, and the Drug Enforcement Administration ("DEA") would have to establish and enforce strict regulations that govern the production and use of marijuana. The Food and Drug Administration ("FDA") would have to participate in the process, if marijuana enters the food supply-chain. The ATF could reduce marijuana smuggling and contraband-marijuana trafficking, thereby divesting criminal and terrorist organizations of monies derived from illicit activity, and minimize tax revenue losses to the states, and to the federal government.
In 97. "Tobacco is thought to kill about 440,000 Americans each year and alcohol 100,000." CAULKINS ET AL., supra note 12, at 114. processors, and retailers. They would also have to educate citizens on the dangers of marijuana use and enforce marijuana laws and regulations that are in place. It is possible that tobacco or pharmaceutical companies will take over the marijuana cottage industry and establish their own regulatory standards. For example, R.J. Reynolds has repeatedly denied rumors that it intends to purchase land in California expecting that the federal government would legalize marijuana, which would inevitably lead to regulations that may force mom-and-pop growers out of business.
100
Marijuana use would no longer be a crime, but would remain a special needs or administrative issue. Police, government officials, and school officials would have to conduct searches with or without a warrant in an administrative capacity, as long as those searches were deemed to be reasonable and their benefits outweighed the invasion of privacy. 101 Investigations would be necessarily non-criminal in nature. 102 Inspections of commercial premises, or closely regulated businesses, would protect against code violations that may arise from marijuana production and distribution. 103 Officers at Driving under the Influence ("DUI") checkpoints would also screen drivers for marijuana intoxication without a warrant, because road safety for the public at-large takes precedence over the intrusion on the motorist's right to privacy. 104 School officials would be able to search students they had reasonable suspicion that a student possessed marijuana. 105 Suspicionless, random, urine testing would still be permitted for screening students in schools, employees in the workplace who violate safety rules, and those who are required to carry a firearm or handle classified materials. 106 Those interested in using marijuana may have to weigh the benefits and the negative consequences of marijuana use if they wish to apply for a job with government agencies such as the DEA, or the 100 
Taxation
Taxation follows regulation, and is another benefit of legalization. Colorado proposed limiting taxes to no greater than 15 percent, 107 and California proposed a tax of US$50 per ounce of purchased marijuana. 108 According to a report by Jeffrey Miron, a visiting professor of economics at Harvard University, "a system of taxation would produce combined savings and tax revenues of between US$10 billion per year and US$14 billion per year."
109 However, taxation could spawn the potential growth of a black market. Higher taxes increase the risk that users would try to buy marijuana from the black market; these drugs may be of inferior quality, but cheaper than marijuana sold by regulated businesses. 110 Thus, legalization may not eliminate all criminal activities and elements associated with the production and use of marijuana. 111 This convention required signatory nations to make the production, trade, and possession of marijuana for non-medical reasons a punishable offense. 112 The United States is also a participant in the United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances of 1971 and the United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic of 1988. According to these conventions, possession of any prohibited substance for non-medicinal or nonscientific use was to be made a criminal offense under domestic law. 113 The International Narcotics Control Board monitors adherence to these Conventions. 114 According to Caulkins et al.:
The United States imposes economic sanctions against countries that have illegal drug production and/or trafficking issues within their countries and are not making progress combating drugs and cooperating with the United States (including Brazil, Colombia, and Mexico). Those who are not cooperating with the United States to combat drugs 115 are "decertified" and ineligible for certain types of bilateral assistance from the United States to include removal of U.S. trade preferences.
116
The United States has given millions of dollars to Plan Colombia and the Merida Initiative in Mexico to combat the trafficking of cocaine, heroin, and marijuana. If the United States chooses to legalize marijuana production and use, it runs the risk of appearing hypocritical in the face of its international treaty obligations. In addition, legalizing marijuana in the United States would be in conflict with its current practice of giving aid to Mexico and Colombia. On the other hand, other countries such as the Netherlands have overlooked treaty obligations without penalty or international condemnation.
B. Criminalization (Option 3)
As shown in Table 2 , federal drug sentences can be extremely severe and are dependent on the quantity of marijuana production and use. Distributing a small amount of marijuana for no remuneration is considered a simple possession offense under 21 U.S.C. § 844(a), and the statutory penalty for this offense is not more than one year of imprisonment. In addition, the penalty for 1,000 kg of marijuana possession or use is similar to that possible under 18 U.S.C. §2251(e) for the sexual exploitation of children, and the production of child pornography; these crimes carry a mandatory minimum of fifteen years of imprisonment, and a maximum of thirty years of imprisonment. The penalty for possessing or using 100 kg to 999 kg of marijuana is similar to the penalty imposed by 18 U.S.C. §2252(b)(1), which criminalizes the transportation of child pornography in interstate or foreign commerce and carries a minimum sentence of five years of imprisonment, and a maximum sentence of twenty years of imprisonment. In contrast, those who commit white-collar crimes fare much better. White-collar crimes such as wire fraud and tax evasion carry no mandatory minimum sentence; a person who commits wire fraud can receive no more than twenty years of imprisonment, 121 and a person who commits tax evasion can receive no more than five years of imprisonment. 122 These stiff penalties should cause us to question whether punishment for marijuana related offenses creates sufficient positive consequences, such as deterrence, that outweigh the harm that is typically linked to punishment. Despite these stiff penalties for possession, distribution, and production of marijuana, marijuana sellers and users do not seem to be deterred, possibly in-part due to a lack of government enforcement. 123 Jeremy Bentham stated that punishment ought not to be inflicted:
Where it is groundless: where there is no mischief for it to prevent; the act not being mischievous upon the whole. 2. Where it must be inefficacious: where it cannot act so as to prevent the mischief. 3. Where it is unprofitable, or too expensive: where the mischief it would produce would be greater than what it prevented. 4. Where it is needless: where the mischief may be prevented, or cease of itself, without it: that is, at a cheaper rate.
124
Under Bentham's matrix, the punishment for marijuana production and/ or use may prove to be "groundless," if marijuana use is not considered a crime; "inefficacious," since users are not deterred by the potential punishment; "unprofitable," if punishment is greater than the deterrence it might produce; and perhaps "needless," if users choose not to smoke again on their own accord regardless of any potential punishment. If society finds more harm than good in the production and use of marijuana, the government should focus its attention on investigating and prosecuting marijuana traffickers, producers, and users. Criminalizing the production and use of marijuana would prove to be an easier option than legalization, since there are underlying state and federal laws that could simply be more strictly enforced. However, the longer the government 121 waits to enforce these laws, the more difficult it will be to reduce the importation, cultivation, distribution, and use of marijuana. The federal government would have to take the lead, pursuant to the Supremacy Clause, 125 (i.e., the U.S. Constitution and federal laws take precedence over state laws) and crack down on marijuana trafficking, and enforce the CSA. In Gonzales v. Raich, the Supreme Court stated that the federal government may criminalize home-production of marijuana, even in states that permit its medical use. 126 Strict enforcement by the DEA would significantly cripple most dispensary owners via administrative forfeiture. Organizations that profit from marijuana sales in states that have legalized medical or recreational use would close when owners find out that the federal government has placed marijuana trafficking back on its priority list. A nation-wide round up, to include simultaneous searches and seizures by the DEA, would likely cause states to reconsider their laws, because local assets and state taxes would be seized. With the ensuing publicity, the public would know that the federal government is firmly enforcing marijuana laws.
An added benefit to rigorous enforcement of marijuana trafficking laws would be the decrease in the illegal migration of some Mexican drug trafficking organizations ("DTOs") into the United States. Many DTOs have set-up shop in Colorado and California, in an attempt to avoid the risk associated with importing marijuana, and subsequently increase their profit margin. 127 In the past, DTOs earned US$1.1 billion to US$2 billion from exporting marijuana in to the United States. 128 However, DTOs are now kidnapping and forcing Mexican nationals to work in cultivation operations in areas such as Northern California. The DTOs then sell their products to marijuana dispensaries or smuggle their product to another 125 129 This cost-effective business venture has generated millions of dollars in cash for the DTOs, who then transfer cash back to Mexico. 130 Marijuana production levels in the United States have become comparable to that in Mexico. 131 Law enforcement could use tools such as wiretaps, informants, and forfeitures to keep criminal elements at bay, instead of being frustrated in the face of governmental indecision and inaction.
Subsequently, the federal government should completely re-evaluate its marijuana policies, laws, and sentences. If the government determines that marijuana production or use is criminal, then it must implement suitable punishment measures to deter it. More importantly, the federal government would have to enforce its current criminal laws. Although the most recent DOJ memorandum continues to be effective in all fifty states, the practical result is that forty-eight states must abide by the federal government's current prohibition on marijuana, while two states, Washington and Colorado, may create their own marijuana laws on use, regulation, and enforcement with little fear of a federal crackdown. 132 This disparity creates confusion among federal law enforcement agents. The federal government must apply a marijuana policy that is uniform and fair to all fifty states. The federal government must act now if it chooses criminalization of marijuana as the path forward.
IV. MEDICAL MARIJUANA: NOT A VIABLE OPTION (OPTION 2)
Many plants have healing attributes, and the cannabis plant is no exception. The flowers of the cannabis sativa and cannabis indica (generally known as marijuana) plants contain THC, which is classified as a psychotropic substance in the 1971 United Nations Convention on 129 Psychotropic Substances. 133 THC is found in the resin produced by the flowering marijuana buds, and typically makes up 1 to 4 percent of the resin. 134 THC causes marijuana users to become intoxicated. Certain cannabis plants can produce up to 20 percent THC depending upon the plant's genetics, the climate when cultivated, and the harvesting process. 135 Thus, the potency of cannabis products depends upon its THC content. Due to selective breeding and hydroponic growing processes, THC levels have increased by 50 percent since the 1960s. 136 The federal government should not legalize marijuana for medicinal use for two reasons. First, it is impossible to reclassify marijuana from a Schedule I substance to a Schedule II substance under the CSA. Second, legalizing marijuana for medicinal purposes is merely a stepping-stone towards legalizing marijuana outright, regardless of any other claimed purpose. The only organizations that would profit from Option 2 are the dispensaries, retailers, and growers of marijuana. Without increased regulation or taxation that is possible through outright legalization, the medical marijuana option would merely exchange one drug-trafficking organization for another. consisted of stems and leaves; today, it is more common to purchase the flowering buds which contain higher amounts of THC. Id. Hashish, which is the resin extracted from the cannabis plant, can contain concentrations of THC that exceed 40 percent and is, therefore, more potent than marijuana which typically consists of the buds and leaves of the plant. Id. 137. San Diego County District Attorney Bonnie M. Dumanis stated that "these so-called 'marijuana dispensaries' are nothing more than for-profit storefront drug dealing operations run by drug dealers hiding behind the state's medical marijuana law." U.S. JUSTICE DEPARTMENT, supra note 129, at 20. Rev 
A. Futility in Reclassifying Marijuana as a Schedule II Substance Under the CSA
Schedule I substances have a high potential for abuse, have no accepted medical use in the United States, and lack accepted safety data for use under medical supervision. 138 On the other hand, Schedule II substances are approved for medical use, but have a high potential for abuse. 139 The problem with transferring cannabis from Schedule I to Schedule II lies in the fact that marijuana plants vary in potency, because each plant produces different quantities and compositions of THC and cannabidiol ("CBD"). 140 On one day, a smoker might inhale marijuana with a 3 percent THC concentration, and on another day, might inhale marijuana with a 20 percent concentration. It would be virtually impossible for the FDA to regulate the doses of active ingredients such as THC and CBD, or create a method of growing and blending marijuana so that the substance has "well-defined and measureable ingredients that are consistent from one unit (such as a pill or injection) to the next. This consistency allows doctors to determine the doses and frequency."
141 It would be impossible to meet quality control standards, and the standardization requirements pertaining to purity and potency when filing for a New Drug Application. 142 In order to place a drug on Schedule II, the FDA would have to determine the correct dosage for medicinal use. In 1989, the DEA denied the National Organization for Reform of Marijuana Laws' (NORML) pe- 138 tition to reschedule marijuana plant material from Schedule I to Schedule II. 143 The findings of fact revealed that Cannabis or marijuana cannot be defined chemically, nor can it be easily standardized. . . .
[S]moking as a dosage form to deliver marijuana to the human body is unsuitable for medical treatment due to: (1) lack of standardization of the marijuana, (2) lack of knowledge of the amounts of each constituent available, (3) lack of knowledge of the activity of the chemicals while burning, (4) amount of product ingested being dependent on the individual's smoking technique, and (5) possible carcinogenic effect of smoking. There are no drugs which are delivered by smoking which are medically used in the United States. 144 Currently, no prescribed medicines are ingested by smoking. Opium poppy is not smoked for medical purposes; instead, opium is extracted from the plant, and a variety of opiate products (e.g., morphine and paregoric) are produced and listed under the CSA's Schedule II. 145 Under government regulations, "[i]n contrast to variations in cannabinoid content evident in cannabis, naturally occurring opium derivatives remain quantitatively stable and the potency can be chemically standardized." 146 Thus, Marinol, 147 and Sativex, 148 but not marijuana for smoking, or raw marijuana for eating, can be placed on Schedule II, because the latter two forms are an imprecise and dangerous way to ingest CBD, and serve no medicinal purpose. Using pure extracts of CBD already produced by the pharmaceutical companies would be the safer method to ingest CBD for medicinal purposes. 143 
B. Issues with Passing and Enforcing State Medical Marijuana Laws: Why Federal Medical Marijuana Laws Will Not Work
If Congress decides to re-classify marijuana as a Schedule II substance, and implements Option 2, it must examine the efficacy of medical marijuana legalization in the states that have adopted this option, before it amends the CSA without DEA and FDA approval. 149 To this end, the medical marijuana movements in California, Colorado, and New Mexico are discussed below.
Congress should examine which groups or individuals comprise the majority of the users in the states that have legalized marijuana for medicinal purposes. Are the girls in bikinis who are twirling hand-held signs on the side of the road for advertising and promoting a particular marijuana dispensary really targeting cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy, or the patient suffering from AIDS? Can a caregiver under California law really have 4,000 sick patients who need marijuana for medical purposes? 150 The Internet is awash with websites depicting women in nursing uniforms who offer discounted 99-cent marijuana joints. Are the thirty-year-old men with marijuana cards, who make up the majority of the users in California market, 151 really suffering from muscle spasms? The medical marijuana business-which includes growers, dispensaries, doctors, and a large number of peripheral businesses, such as magazines, radio shows, insurance companies, schools created to help students start marijuana businesses, hemp expositions and trade shows-has become quite profitable. 152 A 2010 study revealed that "the marijuana 150. California's Medical Marijuana Program Act allows patients and caregivers to associate for purposes of collectively or cooperatively cultivating marijuana without being subject to state law enforcement if their aims are consistent with medical purposes. CAULKINS ET AL., supra note 12, at 218. These cooperatives seem to operate more like businesses with full time paid staff selling to anyone with a recommendation rather than caring for sick patients receiving health care services. Id. California allows medical marijuana for any "illness for which marijuana provides relief" which would include pain relief, improvement of sleep, the need to relax, etc. Id and the business owners who avoid paying federal taxes and who follow little-to-no state regulations. 155 Further, regulations related to medical marijuana are difficult to enforce. For example, in Colorado, marijuana business owners pay the salaries of seven employees of the state's Medical Marijuana Department who are responsible for taxing, licensing, and enforcing all regulatory laws. 156 In California, "robodoctors" set up offices equipped with a nurse and Skype capabilities. 157 These doctors charge each patient US$50 to listen to their medical complaint for only a few minutes via Skype, "recommend" marijuana for their "condition," and issue them a medical chocolate truffles and crispy rice treats." Id. A company called weGrow, an Oaklandbased 15,000 square foot retail warehouse that sells everything a marijuana grower would need, especially for a hydroponic grow house, is expected to gross more than US$1 million in its first year of operation. In 2007, New Mexico passed Senate Bill 523, the "Lynn and Erin Compassionate Use Act" and became the twelfth state to legalize medical marijuana. 160 Medical marijuana patients who register with the New Mexico State Department of Health ("NMDOH") and who have been diagnosed with a specific disease or illness 161 are legally protected from criminal prosecution. 162 Compared to other states that have approved marijuana use for medical purposes, New Mexico's program is "a much more controlled system." 163 It differs from most states in that the NMDOH oversees the production and distribution of marijuana. 164 Producers and distributors must apply to the NMDOH for a license to pro- 158 . In 1996, John Ashcroft threatened to revoke the federal drug prescribing license of any physician who wrote a recommendation for marijuana use by a patient; courts later ruled that that type of action would violate the doctors' free speech protections of the First Amendment. CAULKINS ET AL., supra note 12, at 191; see also LA duce and distribute medical marijuana. 165 Marijuana production facilities are limited to growing 150 plants at any one time. 166 Currently, approximately twenty-five companies serve as licensed producers of marijuana. 167 The "Lynn and Erin Compassionate Use Act" protects patients if they first seek a doctor to certify that they have one of the approved medical conditions, that standard treatment would not work, and that the benefit of using marijuana for that particular patient outweighs the risk of marijuana use. 168 Upon receiving this certification, a patient should then apply to the state for a registry card and, upon approval, will receive a registry card that contains information on how to contact non-profit growers licensed to supply marijuana. 169 Patients also have the option of growing up to sixteen marijuana plants (four mature plants and twelve immature plants) for their personal use. 170 As of August of 2013, 9,607 New Mexico residents were approved to use marijuana under the NMDOH program. 171 For comparison, Colorado's population is two and a half times that of New Mexico's, and has 88,000 marijuana "medical" users, approximately twenty times the number of users in New Mexico. 172 Despite the smaller number of patients and growers, and increased state oversight, New Mexico is experiencing problems similar to those experienced in Colorado gram approved 98 percent of his patients for certification. 174 The Board also discovered that some patients received certification over the phone or via Skype, and "at least one clinic did not examine patients before attesting to their eligibility for the program." 175 An evaluation by a doctor to determine eligibility for the NMDOH program typically costs from US$135 to US$170 for a single evaluation, and US$300 for two evaluations; the latter may be required for patients with severe chronic pain. 176 In response to these findings, "[s]tate regulators are proposing new rules with requirements for doctors and other health care providers who certify patients to use medical marijuana" to include requiring patients to be periodically re-diagnosed and to require providers to notify a patient's health care provider. 177 It is unclear whether this re-diagnosis would prevent the reported abuses by certain doctors. Perhaps notifying the patient's healthcare provider might force these doctors to examine patients prior to issuing the required certification.
In addition to doctors profiting from the medical marijuana business, during the first three months of 2013, licensed producers and distributors of marijuana in New Mexico reported US$3.3 million in total sales. 178 In fact, one producer drives across the state selling various strains of marijuana, Black Temple hashish, marijuana cookies, triple strength "Bang Bar" chocolate brownies, lollipops, candy gems (similar to gummy worms), bottled soft drinks with cannabis tinctures, and US$70-a-gram Butane hash oil. 179 The medical marijuana business is lucrative even in New Mexico, where state law is designed to maintain a tighter grip on patients, distributors, and producers alike.
In other states with lesser oversight than in New Mexico, not only does the medical marijuana movement appear to be a farce, but because there is little-to-no regulation, users are unsure as to where marijuana is grown, whether it contains pesticides, and whether the listed THC concentration can be trusted. Too many businesses and doctors are taking advantage of lack of regulations, users are unsure of the product they receive, and both state and federal law enforcement are unclear as to whether or not marijuana dispensaries should be investigated. 174 . Id Therefore, if a state or the federal government wishes to legalize marijuana, it should ignore the medical marijuana option, and legalize marijuana outright for any type of use.
V. CONSIDERING WORLDWIDE PUBLIC OPINION AND MAKING AN INFORMED DECISION
The 1961 United Nations Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs prohibits the production and supply of drugs, other than those used for medical purposes or scientific research, making it difficult for countries to legalize marijuana. 180 In Uruguay however, marijuana possession has always been legal, and in 2012, President Jose Mujica proposed legislation to legalize marijuana commerce and cultivation in order to "weaken drug smuggling gangs and fight petty crime."
181 On December 10, 2013, Uruguay passed legislation legalizing marijuana and regulating its use and sale. 182 Uruguayans will be permitted to grow up to six marijuana plants, join marijuana clubs (who are permitted to grow up to ninety-nine plants), and purchase up to 40 grams of marijuana a month for personal use. 183 Peru, on the other hand, has decriminalized the possession of 8 grams or less of marijuana, but has "no plans [to] legalize the selling or production of marijuana."
184
Most European countries have decriminalized marijuana, instead of legalizing it. As a result, the possession of a small amount of marijuana for personal use is only subject to a civil penalty, such as a fine. 185 countries that have decriminalized marijuana might prohibit the production and sale of marijuana, but would apply civil or administrative sanctions for use or possession of small quantities. 186 Portugal decriminalized marijuana possession in 2001 . 187 Possession can lead to seizure of marijuana, and use and possession of up to a ten days' supply are considered administrative offenses. 188 A commission consisting of a doctor, lawyer, and social worker will recommend treatment options which may include a fine, community service, revocation of the user's professional license, or an injunction. 189 In Spain, possession and use are still illegal, but not a criminal offense, so long as the marijuana is intended for personal use and the user is in possession of small quantities. 190 In Italy, only the selling of the drug is criminal, and it is unclear whether drug-sharing cooperatives are legally acceptable. 191 Dutch laws prohibit the production, trafficking, and possession of marijuana, but the Netherlands has pursued a longstanding policy of tolerance, and lack of enforcement. 192 The Netherlands ratified the U.N. Convention on Narcotic Drugs, with reservation, as to the clause that would make possession a criminal offense. 193 This reservation coincides with the fact that Dutch coffee shops throughout the Netherlands are famous for selling hashish and marijuana to tourists. 194 Surprisingly, in 2012, the Dutch government passed measures that require its citizens to obtain psychoactive substances (June 26, 2013), http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2013/June/2013-world-drug-report-notes-stability-in-use-of-traditional-drugsand-points-to-alarming-rise-in-new-psychoactive-substances.html (stating that, according to the 2013 World Drug Report by UNODC, while cannabis use in Europe has declined over the past decade, in 2013 there was a slight increase in cannabis users (possibly as a result of the decriminalization)).
186. In reality, many European countries did not even ban marijuana until the 1920s. CAULKINS ET AL., supra note 12, at 139. In 1890, Greece was one of the first a "weed pass" for admission to these coffee shops, effectively banning non-citizens from these coffee shops. 195 Members of parliament who supported the new measure argued that a drug tourism had created a large criminal element, unwelcome visitors, and the creation of an expansive black market in the Netherlands that supplied drugs to the rest of Europe. 196 In Russia, President Vladimir Putin signed an amendment to the Criminal Code in December 2003, stating that possession of no more than ten times the amount of a "single dose," (twenty grams of marijuana or five grams of hashish) would be considered an administrative infraction rather than a criminal offense (fine of no more than 40,000 rubles-US$1,380-or community service). 197 Under previous standards in Russia, someone caught with 0.1 g of marijuana could be punished with incarceration. 198 In the Australian Capital Territory, South Australia, and in the Northern Territory, minor cannabis offenses have been decriminalized, and a civil penalty system has been instituted for the possession of small amounts of cannabis with fines ranging from AUS$50 to AUS$200. 199 In other Australian states, all cannabis offenses are criminal offenses and those charged with possession could receive a large fine or jail time and a criminal record. 200 The United Kingdom has also tightened its laws in recent years, and has classified marijuana as a Class B drug, instead of a Class C drug, 195 because stronger forms of the drug have become more prevalent. 201 In Canada, possession of marijuana is a criminal offense under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act; however, there are medical exceptions-doctors may exempt patients from the ban on marijuana, but many doctors have refused to prescribe the drug on the grounds that its benefits are not scientifically proven. 202 Some Asian countries have focused on punishment as a deterrent. Malaysia, China, and Singapore carry a mandatory death penalty for trafficking, and high prison sentences exist for consumption and use. 203 Thus, while some countries practice a wide range of restrictions on marijuana use, others approve a stronger reclassification of the drug, and still others favor a loosening of restrictions on marijuana. Some focus on punishment, and others focus on drug treatment. These strategies are as different as the public opinion on marijuana in ancient times.
VI. CONCLUSION: WHY CONGRESS MUST ACT NOW
The United States is currently in a precarious state caused by a lack of leadership on the marijuana legalization issue. State and federal laws are in conflict. In two states, a citizen can possess marijuana, but cannot grow, distribute, or import marijuana without risking federal prosecution. There is sufficient overlap between federal and state laws that the issue can be no longer ignored. Congress is aware that:
Controlled substances manufactured and distributed interstate cannot be differentiated from controlled substances manufactured and distributed intrastate. Thus, it is not feasible to distinguish, in terms of controls, between controlled substances manufactured and distributed interstate and controlled substances manufactured and distributed intrastate. . . . Federal control of the intrastate in-cidents of the traffic in controlled substances is essential to the effective control of the interstate incidents of such traffic. 204 Moreover, it would not be sensible to amend federal laws that currently prohibit simple possession under 21 U.S.C. § 844 to allow possession of small amounts of marijuana, if there are state laws that criminalize its use. Demand for marijuana invariably leads to its cultivation and production, and yet, in some states, selling and manufacturing marijuana is labeled as a crime, while possession is not. 205 In this current environment, Colorado and Washington may become the Amsterdam of the United States. In 2012, in Colorado alone, "there were 274 marijuana interdiction seizures destined for other states, compared to 54 of such seizures in 2005. This is a 407% increase."
206 Citizens from other states will take marijuana vacations to these two states, perhaps giving rise to the same effects witnessed by Dutch coffee shops catering to international tourists-too many visitors bringing in a criminal element to the state, creating a black market for marijuana. Colorado and Washington could overtake Mexico to become the leading suppliers of marijuana to the rest of the United States. One grower in California dreams of "bud'n'breakfast inns" and "tasting rooms"-"[t]ourism in Mendocino could be bigger than pot tourism in Amsterdam." 207 Legaliza- Professor Sam Kamin has suggested that a type of "cooperative federalism" could result from state-level legalization, where the federal government looks the other way, and states that have legalized marijuana effectively regulate marijuana within its own borders. 209 However, this proposed solution flies in the face of the rule of law:
A collection of legal principles that all relate to the placement of limitations on the exercise of political power and the operation of government. Those principles include (1) government must follow its own rules; (2) government must apply the law impartially; and (3) government must provide due process for those accused of breaking the rules. 210 The federal government violates the rule of law when it chooses to apply federal laws without impartiality by prosecuting federal marijuana cases in states that have not legalized marijuana and turning a blind eye in states that have legalized marijuana.
The federal government must either legalize and regulate or criminalize and prohibit marijuana production and use. As to legalization (Option 1), two bills, the Ending Federal Marijuana Prohibition Act of 2013 211 and the Marijuana Tax Equity Act of 2013, 212 are currently before 208. Id.
As Professor Kamin states,
Congress could conclude that the CSA applies-that marijuana is a prohibited substance-unless a state is able to convincingly regulate marijuana within its own borders. Congress could say to the states: Can you find a way to keep kids from buying? Can you find a way to make sure it is being sold in-state to people who are authorized to buy it? Can you find a way to make sure that organized crime is kept out of it? That the drugs do not end up on the streets? Can you track marijuana from seed to sale all of these pieces? If you can do those things we will allow you to do so and we will leave you alone. If you can come up with a sufficiently robust state regulatory regime we will allow you to use that regime, rather than us coming in from Washington and enforcing our own. Congress that would effectively make the transition from criminalization to legalization a reality at the federal level. States should enlist federal agencies to provide expertise and oversight in handling licensing, quality control, and enforcement of regulatory laws. States are incapable of independently handling this issue.
There is some indication that Congress might be moving in this direction. In June 2013, the House of Representatives voted to approve an amendment to the Federal Agriculture Reform and Risk Management Act of 2013 (the FARRM bill). This Act would allow colleges and universities to grow and cultivate industrial hemp for research purposes, as long as it is legal in the particular state and the hemp plant contains no more than a 0.3 percent THC content. 213 Advocates for hemp and marijuana see this as a positive step in the marijuana legalization movement at the federal level. 214 As to criminalization (Option 3), since Washington and Colorado have legalized recreational use of marijuana, the federal government must act soon if it chooses to enforce the CSA. Otherwise, it will find it difficult to stop the momentum in favor of legalization that the marijuana industry has fought so hard to create.
State and federal governments should not consider the legalization of marijuana for medical use (Option 2) as a stepping-stone towards outright legalization. Thus, the States' Medical Marijuana Protection Act 215 and the States' Medical Marijuana Property Rights Protection Act, 216 should not be considered, because they merely advocate continued conflict between the states who have approved marijuana use for medical purposes and the federal government. States that are considering legalizing marijuana for medical use should choose to legalize marijuana for all types of use (Option 1).
